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Report of the results of the meeting

1) Students and teachers participating from each school:

**Teachers:**
3 colleagues from Barcelona (Esther, computing; Ángel and Josep, education and job training)  
3 colleagues from Bratislava (Eva, informatics; Beata, English and Slovak and Katarina, English; assisted by several economics teachers)  
4 colleagues from Bottrop (Matthias, business and administration, information management; Petra, health care, English and arts and Regina, English and Spanish)  

**Students:**
10 students from Barcelona: VladysViko, Iván Pérez Calero, Quim TolosaGiró, ArnauMoráles González, Diego Segovia Martínez, Bryan Lojan Camacas, Mehdi Saidani, David Esmet Sánchez, Talía Muñoz Cárdenas, Naomi Andrade Cresco.  
10 students from Bratislava: Simona Mišolajová, AuréliaHabová, PatríciaŠahová, ViktóriaKrišková, Xenia Sikora, Lucia Bajaková, Kristina Knotková, Karin Sillová, Sofia Kubešová, Lara Šipicki  
10 students from Bottrop: Dennis Buschfort, Julian Orth, Marvin Kruppa, Bianca Lier, Sebastian Murrenhoff, DeryaUrbanke, Oksana Melnik, Dominik Schmelter, Matthias Mobers, Robert Pankratz.
The students from Bratislava and Bottrop are a group from different classes (in Bottrop also from different departments - administration and social care/health) participating in the project in a workshop in addition to the regular curriculum. In Barcelona the project work is integrated into the regular curriculum at all times.

2) **Student activities:**

At the project meeting in Barcelona, after getting to know the students from the partner schools and the partner school in Barcelona, the students presented their schools and their previous work: About 15 different ideas for possible creative businesses altogether were presented. Then the students worked in international groups of 6 students each (two from each country) to combine and modify the ideas for creative businesses and founded 5 different creative businesses of which they elaborated a concept and short business plan like preparing a model canvas and empathy map. The newly founded businesses are called Brave Maze, Fairytale World, Momo's Up, Invima and Mosaic Maze and are all to be found on the project website [https://sites.google.com/site/bbberasmus16/home](https://sites.google.com/site/bbberasmus16/home).

To give an example of the creativeness of these businesses founded by the students: „Invima – the invisible maze“, is a maze in which also disabled people, e.g. the blind, can experience the maze with the help in a virtual way with computer-based tools and solve exciting tasks at the same time. „FairytaleWorld“on the other hand is a fantasy world or park in which you can experience different cultures based on the fairytales and legends from the three different European countries.

In addition to the project work we did tours related to leisure activities in the city of Barcelona e.g. a tour of the Montjuic, the gothic quarter and quarter of Raval with a focus on leisure activites and a circus project in order to show the students different views of free time in Barcelona as compared to the other countries.

3) **Tools which are used during the project**

a) On our Google website all the results and presentations of our project meeting (as well as of our project in general) can be found: [https://sites.google.com/site/bbberasmus16/home](https://sites.google.com/site/bbberasmus16/home).

b) The Google drive platform which students and teachers can access is used in order to work together on the project.